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Chemical Thermodynamics, Chemical Faculty, Moscow Lomonossov State University, Moscow 
117234, USSR. Using the methods of X-ray and differential thermal analysis, four compounds 
Ca&aQe, CaFa,OB, CaGa,O,, and CaGa,Or have been found in the subsolidus region of the phase 
diagram ofthe CaO-GG03 system. The existence ofthe gallate Ca,Ga,Oa discovered for the first time is 
contirmed by experiments on measuring the emfs of galvanic cells. Changes in Gibbs energy, 
enthalpy, and entropy for the reactions of formation of all four calcium gallates from oxides and 
elements have been determined by the emf method with a solid IF-l-ionic electrolyte in the range 1 IOO- 
1400 K. On the basis of the data obtained the relative stability of the compounds is analyzed and the 
activity of calcium oxide in the system under study is calculated. 

Etude, par RMN Large Bande du Proton, d’HydrogPnophosphates et -Arst+tiates d’un M&al 
Trivalent (Al, Ga) et de Sodium. M. PINTARD-SCR~~PEL, C. DOR~~MIEUX-MORIN, AND F. D’Yvota~,* 
Laboratoire de Chimie Appliquee, Universitd Paris-Sud, 91405 Orsay, France. Eleven aluminum- 
sodium or gallium-sodium hydrogenophosphates or -arsenates and an aluminum hydrogenarsenate 
have been studied. The preparation and characteristic properties of the new compounds are described. 
The wide-band proton NMR powder spectra have been interpreted by shape function calculation. The 
models used imply two types of magnetic configuration: one with two spins, the other with three spins 
located at the apices of an isosceles triangle. The hydrogen distribution between water molecules and 
OH groups has been determined and the constitution of the salts has thus been deduced. The 
constitution of the hydroxyhydrogen salts NasAI(OH)(HX04)(X0,) (X = P, As) is confirmed but two 
compounds previously considered as orthoarsenates probably contain condensed anions as expressed 
by the formula NaW’H,As,O,, . 2Hz0. The method for interpreting NMR spectra is discussed. 

A Kinetic Study of the Oxidation and Reduction of Praseodymium Oxides: (1/7)Pr,O,, + (l/7 - 
x/2)0, s= Pro*-,. HIDEAKI INABA, SHENG H. LIN, AND LEROY EYRING,* Department of Chemis- 
try, Arizona State University, Tempe, Arizona 85281. Kinetic and thermodynamic studies between 
the ordered iota (n = 7 in Pr.0Zn-2) and the disordered alpha (Pro,-,) phases have been carried out 
as a function of oxygen pressure at 655, 675, 695, and 715°C using a sample of small single crystals. 
The existence of a reproducible hysteresis loop, which depends on the temperature and pressure, 
having an inflection point around a composition PrO1,rs is shown. The inflection point is interpreted 
as a phase of n = 8 in Pr,O,,-, (eta) coherently intergrown with n = 7, 9, and 10, giving an average 
composition of Pro,.,, . In order to interpret the kinetic data, various theoretical models are 
examined, for example, oxygen diffusion, a phase-boundary reaction control, or nucleation and 
growth. None of these models, however, is capable of correlating the experimental data. It was 
found that a plot of the reaction rate versus the ambient pressure extrapolates linearly to a finite 
pressure at zero rate, as was previously observed in the oxidation reaction between iota and zeta 
phases of the same system. The model developed for the oxidation reaction between the iota and the 
zeta phases has been modified by taking into account the intermediate phases around Pro,.,,, 
through which the reaction passes. The modified rate law has two reaction constants: the rate 
constant from the reactant transforming to the intermediate phase (k,) and for the transformation 
from the intermediate to the product phase (k2). The fit to the experimental curve is satisfactory for 
both the oxidation and reduction reaction. From the temperature dependence of the observed rate 
constants, the activation energy for the oxidation and reduction was determined to be 75.0 and 60.9 
kcal/mole, respectively. 

A Thermochemical Study of the Phase Reaction: (1/7)Pr,0r2 + (l/7 - x/2)0, = Pro,-,. HIDEAKI 
INABA, ALEXANDRA NAVROTSKY, AND LEROY EYRING ,* Department of Chemistry, Arizona, State 
University, Tempe, Arizona 85281. The heat of reaction and equilibrium pressure for both the 
oxidation and reduction reactions (1/7)Pr& + (l/7 - x/2)0, = Pro,-, have been measured by 
means of a Tian-Calvert type of calorimeter and thermal balance. The results of equilibrium pressure 
measurements under isothermal conditions show a reproducible and unsymmetrical hysteresis loop. 
The loop is interpreted as due to a different pattern of intergrowth formed during oxidation and 
reduction. The ordered intermediate phases (Pr.O,,,-Z) are intergrown coherently at the unit cell level 
with each other but not with the disordered alpha phase (PrOl-,). The role of coherent intergrowth in 
both symmetric and unsymmetric hysteresis loops has been discussed. The partial molar enthalpy 
(-A&) is about 58 kcal per mole of O2 in the Pr,O,* phase; it increases slightly as O/Pr increases 


